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Reviewing general performance 
(including strategy and finances)
A trustee is

the person having the general control and management of 
the administration of the charity

(s97, Charities Act 1993)

Your Board is accountable for the whole organisation – determining 
its strategic direction and monitoring performance. See the direction 
guide for information on developing strategy. 

Strategy

Your Board should review the strategic plan annually in order to:

monitor progress against agreed targets  �

check that any assumptions previously made are still valid  �

assess whether any anticipated changes in the external environment  �
or circumstances mean that the plan needs to be modified.

To assist the Board in monitoring the organisation’s performance, 
key measurements should be built into the strategic plan. Agree a 
number of key organisational/ performance indicators (PIs – see the 
operations guide for more information) that can be read at a glance 
to give an overview of how the organisation is doing, so that you avoid 
overloading your Board with large amounts of data. These indicators 
can be compared from meeting to meeting and year on year, building 
up a flow of data to provide a visual representation of trends. 

Such performance indicators should be relevant and specific to your 
organisation and help your Board understand how the organisation 
is developing. Examples might include the numbers of beneficiaries 
supported, the unit cost of a service (i.e. the cost of assisting one 
person, animal etc.), numbers of employees.
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About this guide

The purpose of this guide is to help you build an effective 

and responsible governance structure. It explores five key 

areas: reviewing strategy and finance; reviewing Board 

composition; boundaries and delegation; decision-making 

and accountability; risk management. In each area, we link 

the responsibilities of your Board with key activities and 

signpost websites where further information, support and 

advice can be obtained. 

We use the terms ‘Board’ and ‘trustees’ throughout the 

guide but recognise that there is a variety of titles used in 

the sector including ‘management committee’, ‘governors’, 

‘directors’ and ‘the Executive’.
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Finance

Trustees are required to act as the ultimate financial controllers of 
the organisation.

See the finance guide for information on financial management. 

Key responsibilities in this area include:

understanding, approving and monitoring the budget �

ensuring there is budgetary control over income and expenditure �

ensuring that investments are managed legally, ethically  �
and prudently 

ensuring that the charity’s assets and income are only used to  �
pursue the charity’s objects as described in the governing document 
(see the compliance guide)

ensuring that steps are taken to prevent fraud �

ensuring that the accounts are audited and SORP-compliant (see  �
the finance guide).

Your Board must receive up-to-date and accurate financial information 
on a regular basis – at least every three months. Your trustees should 
be prepared and able to challenge any significant variances (i.e. the 
difference between the actual income/expenditure and budgeted 
amounts). It will help the process if the management accounts always 
include an explanation of any variance above an agreed figure. 

As a result of information received and following scrutiny and analysis 
of the financial position, your Board should agree and approve 
appropriate management action and if necessary, changes to the 
budget. All decisions should be recorded in the signed Minutes of 
the meeting.

If the number in the variance column is in brackets, it means either 
that the income is that much less than budgeted or expenditure is 
that much more than budgeted.

Board composition, skills and 
development
Aim to develop your Board to be as effective and efficient as possible, 
helping your trustees to acquire the balance of skills, knowledge, 
qualities and experience that will support the current and future needs 
of the organisation. A high-performing Board is likely to be a mix of 
people with ‘hard’ skills (legal, financial, management skills), ‘soft’ skills 
(team-working, communicating, problem-solving abilities) as well as 
specific experience and knowledge relevant to your organisation.

Trustees’ primary responsibilities 
Proper administration of the charity, including the setting of  �
policies

Ultimate responsibility for the actions of the charity �

Collective action; speak with a single voice �

Respect the confidentiality and sensitivity of the  �
charity’s business 

Safeguard and protect the charity’s assets  �

Act in the best interests of the charity  �

Act reasonably and prudently in all matters concerning  �
the charity

Avoid conflict between personal interests and the  �
charity’s interests
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You should assist your Board to assess how diverse it is. Does its 
composition reflect the needs of the community? The following 
questions may help: 

Do trustees live in the area your organisation serves?  �

Do they, for example, have or have experience of caring for someone  �
with the condition your organisation campaigns about? 

Are the languages, culture and religion(s), and age groups of your  �
key stakeholders represented on your Board?

It helps to undertake a skills audit of your current Board (see skills 
assessment template below). It will identify any gaps in your current 
Board composition, so if you intend to recruit in the near future, you will 
be clear about the skills you wish new trustees to bring.

See NCVO (www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/governanceandleadership.asp) for 
downloadable information on Board self-assessment and development

See the Good practice in trustee recruitment toolkit for support, 
advice and information on trustee recruitment downloadable from 
www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/governanceandleadership.asp

Ensure that trustees:

understand their role; the Charity Commission guidance note CC3(a)  �
provides relevant information. Also see the checklist (on p. 5) of 
trustees’ primary responsibilities.

have access to learning and development opportunities, funded  �
where possible via a specific budget heading. Key development 
activities include

induction: all new trustees should receive induction training  —
before and on taking on the role – see the compliance guide for 
more information on trustee induction
role training: all trustees should be trained in their individual and  —
collective roles
training on specific areas such as diversity or strategic planning  —
as identified 
Board self-assessment – addressing the question ‘how well are  —
we doing (in our governance role) in ensuring the organisation 
delivers to current and future beneficiaries?’ 

Carrying out a trustee skills assessment 
Consider the organisation’s plans for the next few years  �

Decide what skills, knowledge and experience you will need on  �
your Board to help the organisation achieve its goals 

Identify the skills, knowledge and experience of your  � current 
trustees. 

Ask the Board to complete and return a questionnaire which  �
includes the following questions:

What skills, knowledge and experience do you bring to the – 
Board? (Offer a checklist such as fundraising, marketing, HR, 
finance, administration, law, property, ICT, specialist activity 
relevant to the charity to assist thinking; leave space for 
‘other attributes’)

How do you hope to contribute your skills, knowledge and – 
experience to the charity?

In which area of the charity’s work are you particularly – 
interested?

Analyse the responses as a basis for deciding what skills,  �
knowledge and experience gaps your Board has before you 
start the trustee recruitment process

http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/governanceandleadership.asp
http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/governanceandleadership.asp
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Boundaries and Board delegation

Boundaries

As mentioned above, the Board is responsible for determining strategy 
and the Executive for delivering the agreed strategy.

The general distinction between governance and management tasks/
roles is illustrated by the diagram below (adapted from Hudson, 2004).

The distinction between governance and management tasks/roles

The above distinction may be much less clear in small organisations 
where trustees can sometimes carry out work that would otherwise be 
undertaken by staff (i.e. editing a newsletter). For that reason, when 
your trustees become involved in operational matters, it is important 
that they separate their strategic and operational roles and make it 
clear when they are operating as volunteers (as opposed to fulfilling 
their trustee role). To avoid confusion, the trustee’s line management 
for the operational tasks should ideally be via the director or 
chief executive. 

There are also significant policy implications where trustees are also 
service users or carers of service users. See Charity Commission 
guidance CC24.

Delegation

A common problem for Boards is spending the limited time they have 
available on activities that should be delegated – where there are 
resources for such delegation. 

Your Board can only delegate responsibility for a piece of work to 
a sub-committee, management or even people who are not on the 
Board if:

such delegation is permitted in the governing document – see the  �
compliance guide.

it follows a proper approval process  �

there is a clear role and task definition and/or terms of reference for  �
a sub-committee 

there are adequate monitoring and review processes �

there are clear limits on delegated authority in terms of budgets and  �
other matters

the issue returns to the Board for ratification and signing off. �

Governance Management

Monitoring performance

Managing the governance process

Determining mission,
policy and strategy

Appointing and overseeing the 
Director/Chief Executive

Providing insight, wisdom and 
judgement

Developing policy and strategy

Appointing managers and staff

Supporting the governance process

Implementing Board decisions

Measuring performance

Delivering services
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Effective decision-making and 
accountability
The Board sets the long-term strategy and the framework within which 
the organisation must function. Depending on the resources and size of 
the organisation, the executive/management decides on the means by 
which the strategic aims are to be achieved and carries out the work of 
the organisation. 

Accountability

Your Board is accountable for the whole organisation, ensuring that it 
complies with its mission and governing document, that it is solvent 
and fulfils all its obligations. In practice, this means the Board must:

comply with all relevant legislation and regulation – see the  �
compliance guide. 

be accountable for its decisions and actions to all key parties,  �
including statutory bodies, funders, donors, beneficiaries, service 
users, staff, volunteers, regulators, the public 

submit to whatever scrutiny is appropriate  �

ensure that the organisation has a formal complaints procedure  �
which is operated according to the agreed process and records kept 

seek external advice when necessary. �

Decision-making

It is essential that your Board has a robust decision-making process to 
ensure efficiency and effectiveness. This requires:

Board agreement on how, where and at what level decisions  �
are made 

clarity of roles and responsibilities at strategic (trustee) and  �
operational (management/executive) level 

limits on financial authority – who can authorise spending (and by  �
what process), up to what level 

monitoring of organisational activities and actions. �

In order to achieve this, you must ensure that the Board is provided 
with sufficient information – in good time before a Board meeting to 
allow for preparation – to be able to understand the full facts of the 
issue or proposal. Trustees must be given adequate opportunity for 
debate and consultation before a decision is taken. Any resulting 
decision should be by consensus and/or consultation or where 
necessary a majority vote. It is important to ensure that the decision is 
formally recorded in the minutes of the meeting which are to be signed 
when approved.

Enhancing the efficiency of your Board

The efficiency of the Board can be enhanced by one or more of the 
following:

Developing and maintaining an annual calendar of key dates and 1. 
milestones as to when decisions need to be made or action taken. 
This will include approving the annual accounts, submitting key 
returns, publishing the annual review, holding the AGM, key events 
etc. This allows people to get the dates into their diaries.

Ensuring that the right agenda items are discussed. One way 2. 
of keeping discussion to priority issues is to apply the following 
‘tests’ (Robinson, 2005): 

The test of  � importance: is this item important? Should we be 
discussing this?

The test of  � scale: is this issue a major one? Does it have 
significant ramifications for people or finances

The test of  � consequence: if we do this, then what?
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Gaining feedback from beneficiaries or 
service users
Part of your Board’s accountability is ensuring that feedback is 
received from beneficiaries, service users or clients (particularly when 
reviewing your mission and vision) and that this is taken into account in 
future when making decisions:

It is essential to think about what is appropriate and will work in your 
organisation. Much will depend on your size and resources, your 
client group and the nature of the issues facing your organisation but 
Board decisions will benefit from feedback which enables them to ‘put 
themselves in your clients’ shoes’. Activities to assist this include one 
or more of the following: 

building in plenty of opportunities for the organisation to hear the  �
views and needs of service users

asking your clients what techniques and or approaches might help  �
them offer the kind of feedback you are looking for

understanding what constitutes ‘good service’ from different  �
perspectives (i.e. the beneficiary, the client, the service user, the 
management, the staff providing the service, the public).

Planning the agenda and setting times for all agenda items, 3. 
ensuring that sufficient time is allocated to important items – so 
that they are not left to the end of the meeting when some trustees 
may have left.

Evaluating the effectiveness of the meeting at the end of 4. 
each meeting by asking trustees what they found of value at 
the meeting.

You can effectively gather feedback on service provision and user 
satisfaction through:

interviews – structured or semi-structured (i.e. with pre-prepared  �
questions)

meetings and focus groups, including ‘meet the director’ sessions �

questionnaires  �

analysis of the number and outcome of complaints. �

Risk management
Everyone connected with your organisation has a duty of care to take 
reasonable steps to avoid anyone suffering injury, damage or loss 
because of something that could reasonably have been avoided. You 
should also check that your organisation is covered by public liability 
insurance in case a negligence claim is brought against it. 

The Board will also need to satisfy itself that all the major risks to 
the organisation have been identified. Charities whose accounts are 
required to be audited (see Charity Commission and Risk Management) 
must also include a statement in their accounts that they have 
identified major risks and put in place systems to reduce those risks. 
It is good practice however, for all charities regardless of size to make 
such a statement. 

Consequently, trustees must ensure that a proper risk assessment 
process is in place and that it is embedded throughout the 
organisation. In small organisations, your Board is likely to be more 
involved in the actual process than in larger charities. However distant 
or involved trustees are, they must be able to make a statement on risk 
management with reasonable confidence. 

Encourage your Board to understand that risk management is different 
from risk assessment. Risk management is not about avoiding risk, 
but determining the level of risk as a basis for deciding what level of 
risk your organisation is prepared to accept. 
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Undertaking risk management
Agree the main areas where risks might be identified which could 1. 
include some or all of the following:

Potential risk area Examples of potential risk(s)

Governance Difficulty recruiting or retaining trustees; no written 
minutes of meetings

Operational Health and safety issues, employment issues e.g. 
lack of buildings maintenance

Financial Cash flow or reserve level problems; recurring 
annual overspend

External Adverse publicity, government policy, 
demographic changes

Compliance with 
the law

Breach of legislation (e.g. employment, health and 
safety) or regulatory requirement (e.g. fundraising, 
service provision)

Your organisation can ensure adequate risk management if the 2. 
trustees:

focus on major risks and assess the seriousness of the risks under  �
each area

determine the level of acceptable risk �

record the findings of the risk assessment  �

ensure that procedures are in place to eliminate, reduce or  �
control risks

ensure that risk management is communicated and embedded into  �
operational and management procedures across the organisation 

review the risk management plan at regular intervals  �

meet any legal requirements for risk assessment. �

Completing a risk assessment

A sample risk assessment could look like the table on p.16.

Your risk assessment activity

Questions that might help to guide your risk assessment activity:

What could or might go wrong?  �

What is the probability (or likelihood) of each risk becoming a  �
reality? 

What is the probable effect or the cost to the organisation if the  �
event occurred, i.e. what would be the level of severity or impact on 
the organisation if it did happen?

What is the overall risk? What level of risk are you prepared to  �
allow?

What control measures are currently in place to contain the risks? �

How do we monitor the risk? �

Who is responsible for overseeing this? �

What else do we need to do to eliminate, reduce or control the  �
identified risk?

When should we next review the way in which we manage our risks? �

See www.charity-commission.gov.uk for more information on risk 
management

http://www.charity-commission.gov.uk
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Providing evidence of your 
achievements
There are many measurements you can use to demonstrate 
achievements in governance in appraising or reviewing the Board’s 
performance. These can include ensuring that:

an effective and comprehensive induction programme is offered to  �
all new trustees

trustees are aware of their key responsibilities and duties,  �
including maintaining a clear boundary between governance and 
operational activities 

there are accurate Minutes of decisions taken and actions agreed �

records are kept of trustee attendance and targets set which achieve  �
improvements in attendance levels year on year

trustees agree realistic budgets and receive regular financial reports. �

Signposts

Publications 

acevo (2002) Leading the organisation (London: acevo)

Adirondack S (2006) Just about managing (London: LVSC) 

Dyer P (2003) The good trustee guide (London: NCVO)

Hudson M (2004) Managing without profit (London: DSC)

Robinson M (2005) Nonprofit Boards that work (London: Wiley)
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Websites

The Governance Hub has developed a ‘Good Governance Code’ 
which is a useful starting place for thinking about improving the 
governance practice of your Board. The Code lists seven principles, 
setting out recommended good practice in these key areas, which are 
Board leadership, control, a high performance Board, Board review, 
delegation, openness, integrity (www.governancehub.org.uk)

The Charity Commission (www.charity-commission-gov.uk) and 
the Governance Hub provide support, advice and information from 
their websites.

NCVO (www.ncvo-vol.org.uk): follow links to governance 
and leadership.

Courses 

The Centre for Charity Effectiveness runs training 
in many aspects of management and governance: 
www.cass.city.ac.uk/cce/courses/shortcourses

Links to PQASSO
PQASSO is the practical quality assurance system for small 
organisations designed by Charities Evaluation Services. Independent 
data suggest PQASSO is by far the most widely-used quality system in 
the voluntary and community sector (VCS). For more information, see 
www.ces-vol.org.uk

Following this guide will take you to the first stage of PQASSO; 
helping you to meet several of the requirements of PQASSO area 2 
(Governance) in the second and third editions of the standard.

http://www.governancehub.org.uk
http://www.charity-commission-gov.uk
http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk):
http://www.cass.city.ac.uk/cce/courses/shortcourses
http://www.ces-vol.org.uk
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